The estimation of crowd count in images has a wide range of applications such as video surveillance, traffic monitoring, public safety and urban planning. Recently, the convolutional neural network (CNN) based approaches have been shown to be more effective in crowd counting than traditional methods that use handcrafted features. However, the existing CNNbased methods still suffer from large number of parameters and large storage space, which require high storage and computing resources and thus limit the real-world application. Consequently, we propose a deeply-recursive network (DR-ResNet) based on ResNet blocks for crowd counting. The recursive structure makes the network deeper while keeping the number of parameters unchanged, which enhances network capability to capture statistical regularities in the context of the crowd. Besides, we generate a new dataset from the videomonitoring data of Beijing bus station. Experimental results have demonstrated that proposed method outperforms most state-of-the-art methods with far less number of parameters.
INTRODUCTION
The crowd counting tasks aim to estimate the number of humans in the surveillance videos and photos. A single-image crowd counting is very useful in traffic management, disaster prevention and public management. In addition, the technology developed for crowd counting can be applied to other research areas such as cell microscopes, vehicle counts and so on. Because of its wide range of application, crowd counting is an important research area in the field of computer vision and intelligent video surveillance. As the other computer vision methods, crowd counting is also faced with difficulties in occlusion, scale variances, background clutters, and perspective changes [1] .
This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grants 61571382, 81671766, 61571005, 81671674, U1605252, 61671309 in part by the Guangdong Natural Science Foundation under Grant 2015A030313007, in part by the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities under Grant 20720160075, 20720150169. Nowadays, there are a variety of methods to estimate the crowd count, such as detection-based methods [2] [3] [4] [5] , regression-based methods [6] [7] [8] , density estimation based methods [9, 10] , etc. Most of the initial research is focused on handcrafted features to solve detection or regression tasks. However, these methods have difficulty in handling the scenario with extremely dense crowds and high background clutter. In recent years, the CNN-based methods have been highly praised in this field because their performance is superior to the traditional methods based on handcrafted features [11] [12] [13] . The multi-column based network architecture [14] , the scale aware model named Hydra CNN [15] , and the Crowdnet model [16] all emphasize adaptability to scale changes and can be classified into ensemble methods. Sam et al. [17] trained a Switch-CNN to classify the crowd into three classes depending on crowd density and to select one of 3 regressor networks for actual counting. Similarly, a Contextual Pyramid CNN (CP-CNN) [18] generates the crowd density maps combining global and local contexts obtained by classification of input images and its patches into various density levels. These methods continually improve accuracy of crowd counting, but do not fully consider the problem of limited computing resources in practical applications.
In practical applications, such as safety monitoring, the embedded devices are commonly used. However, the abovementioned network architectures require complex structures with a big convolution core and many feature maps to capture effective features, resulting in need to store a large amount of parameters. Therefore, these methods require high storage and computing resources, which restricts their application especially in embedded devices whose memory is limited. Therefore, to mitigate the mentioned disadvantages, we proposed a deeply-recursive ResNet architecture named DR-ResNet, which has a small number of model parameters and needs neither multi-staged training nor pre-training.
The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows. Due to the network recursiveness and simple structure, the number of parameters in our model is much smaller compared to the existing methods, but our model provides a comparable or even a superior performance on the public crowd counting datasets, which is challenging and representative. Moreover, we introduce a new public scene dataset containing 1,280 images with 16,795 labeled pedestrians for crowd analysis. The introduced dataset is a representative dataset with the most realistic and challenging setting of a crowded scene in intelligent transportation field. Furthermore, we have made our dataset public 1 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief review of crowd counting methods based on crowd density map is provided and the proposed method is described in detail. In Section 3, the obtained experimental results are presented. Lastly, a brief conclusion is given in Section 4.
CROWD COUNTING METHODS
For a given input image, we first obtain a crowd density map containing a spatial distribution information using our method, and then estimate the number of people by integration [14] . For a head annotation x i of the image, we represent the annotation as a delta function δ(x − x i ) and describe its distribution with a Gaussian kernel [9] G σ so the density map with N heads is as follows:
The above method is generally applicable to sparse crowd. For intensive big scene, we generate density map via geometryadaptive kernels [14] , thus it is defined by:
where σ i depends on the average distanced i between the head and its nearest k neighbors, while β denotes an empirical value and here β = 0.3. The model we use is based on ResNet [20] because of its high performance and fast convergence in image classification and regression tasks with a simple network structure. Since the trade-off between the number of network parameters and model performance can be overcome using a recursive strategy, we propose a deep-recursive ResNet (DR-ResNet). The structure of our DR-ResNet is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our ResNet block refers to [21] , which consists of 2 convolutional layers and batch normalization using the Rectified Linear Unit (Conv&BN&ReLU) structures connected by a shortcut. Each Residual module consists of 3 ResNet blocks. The overall structure contains 2 residual modules. Inspired by [22] , we keep the number of parameters belonging to the second residual module constant by weight sharing, while the network becomes deeper. Since the recursive residual module is equivalent to a three-residual-module cascade, the recursive units represent the same mapping function, namely the residual module 2 is represented by y = f (x), so the recursive residual module 2 can be represented by y = f (f (f (x))). Thus, the number of DR-ResNet parameters is equal to that of ResNet-14 (ResNet with 14 convolution layers), but the depth of DR-ResNet is equal to the depth of ResNet-26 (ResNet with 26 convolution layers). Finally we use 1 × 1 convolution as a reconstruction to aggregate the multiple feature maps into a density map. The max pooling method is applied for each 2 × 2 region, so the density map is a quarter of the input image size. The recursive structure makes the network deeper while keeping the number of parameters unchanged, and a deeper structure increases the receptive field of back layers, so there is no need to use a big-size convolution core. Besides, the deeper structure makes the model representation stronger reducing the number of feature maps required of each layer. This greatly reduces the number of model parameters and saves computing resources. The total number of parameters in the proposed model is only 0.028 M(here M denotes 10 6 ).
We use Euclidean distance to measure the difference between predicted density map and ground truth of the input patch. The loss function is defined by:
where Θ is a set of parameters in the DR-ResNet, N is the number of training samples. L denotes the loss between estimated density map F (X i ; Θ) and ground truth density map F i of input image X i . The loss is minimized via the batchbased stochastic gradient descent.
EXPERIMENTS
In the section, we compare performances of our DR-ResNet model and several state-of-the-art CNN-based methods on three different datasets. Our model is implemented by the Caffe framework developed in [23] using the batch-based stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and backpropagation with the momentum of 0.9, initial learning rate of 0.01 and weight decay of 0.0005.
Evaluation on recursive structure
In the experiment, we used a deep-recursive network with a weight sharing between layers. We also compared the Recursive residual module 1 (R-ResNet) and Recursive residual module 2 (DR-ResNet). Table 1 illustrates that Recursive residual module 1 cannot improve performance but makes it even worse, because the main role of Residual module 1 is to extract the low-level features while the main role of Residual module 2 is to capture the high-level features. Experimental results show that recursive structure should be used at a high level. Besides, the feature maps of Residual module 1 are relatively large, so the Recursive residual module 1 will obviously increase the computational complexity of convolution neural network. Due to the hardware memory limitation, our model uses small feature maps as well as fewer number of parameters. Our goal is to minimize the number of parameters and reduce the computational complexity while maintaining a good performance. Therefore, we used the DR-ResNet illustrated in Fig. 1 , which is a good compromise of ResNet-14 and ResNet-26. In Table 2 , the number of DR-ResNet parameters is far less than those of other methods, which makes our model more applicable to the embedded devices.
Performance comparison

Evaluation metrics
Following the convention of the existing methods [13, 14, 17] , we used the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE) to evaluate the performance of different methods.
The MAE and MSE are defined by:
where N is the number of test images, z i is the actual number of people in the i th image, whileẑ i is the estimated number of people in the i th th image. In general, MAE and MSE can respectively indicate the accuracy and robustness. Moreover, we used the number of neural networks parameters (PARAM-S) to evaluate computation complexity of a method, which is an important evaluation metric of practical application. When calculating the number of parameters, we assume that the input of network is a three-channel image. 
ShanghaiTech dataset
The ShanghaiTech is a large-scale crowd counting dataset. In order to increase diversity of the training set, we used random cropping and horizontal flipping for data augmentation. The paper [14] did not provide the perspective maps for Shang-haiTech dataset, which limits the generation of density maps. Therefore, we referenced to [14] and used the geometryadaptive kernels to generate density maps of Part A. For Part B, the number of people was relatively sparse and head size changed a little, so we fixed the size of Gaussian kernel to 25 with σ of 1.5 for generation of density maps. In Table 2 , compared to the other methods, the DR-ResNet was more accurate and robust on Part B. On the other hand, the CP-CNN achieved better performance than DR-ResNet on Part A. It is important to emphasize that the number of parameters in our model was only 0.028 M, which is more than 500 times smaller than in Switch-CNN and more than 2000 times smaller than in CP-CNN.
The UCF CC 50 dataset
The UCF CC 50 dataset consists of 50 gray images from the Internet. Due to limited number of images, size and number of heads in the image changed dramatically, the UCF CC 50 is a very challenging dataset [24] . For fair comparison, we followed the processing standards of other approaches and used a 5-fold cross-validation to validate the performance of DR-ResNet. The Table 2 shows that only CP-CNN has higher performance than our DR-ResNet. Table 3 and they indicate that the DR-ResNet outperforms the MCNN and FCN. Consequently, our network can adapt better to the shadow, light and sun interference, and it does not require multi-column structure and can also learn different scales of information.
Hence, it is more suitable for real-life applications than MC-NN and FCN. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a deeply-recursive convolutional neural network for crowd counting is proposed. Moreover, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed crowd counting model in the field of intelligent transportation, we introduce a new dataset named Beijing BRT. It is shown that recursive reuse of basic blocks can reduce the number of network parameters while maintaining a good model performance. Experimental results show that with a simple network structure, and small number of parameters and feature layers, the proposed model outperforms most existing models on two key datasets and our Beijing BRT dataset, regardless it has far less number of parameters than other models. Moreover, due to its mentioned characteristics it can be easily applied to embedded devices to quickly calculate the number of people in the image.
